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Equity Research | NANEXA: Charging to enter 
triple clinical trials in the coming year

Besides starting its third proprietary development project in Q2 (NEX-22, a long-acting 
formulation of liraglutide for treatment of type 2 diabetes), Nanexa has also picked up pace in 
signing new PharmaShell platform evaluation agreements, with two new deals in the last 
couple of months. With the start of phase I with NEX-20 in Q4’22 (a long-acting injectable of 
lenalidomide for treatment of multiple myeloma), and phase I with NEX-22 and NEX-18 (long-
acting injectable azacitidine for myelodysplastic syndrome) in 2023, we expect an eventful 
year ahead. We now find support for fair value of SEK 6.6-8.1 per share, before adjustment for a 
likely capital raise which is drawing closer.

NEX-22 third proprietary development project
The most noteworthy event during Q3 was the announcement of Nanexa’s third proprietary 
development project, NEX-22, a long-acting formulation of liraglutide for treatment of type 2 
diabetes. Liraglutide is a so-called GLP-1 (Glucagon-like Peptide-1) analogue and today, diabetes 
treatments are a USD 50 bn market, where GLP-1 analogues account for about USD 15 billion. 
Today patients on liraglutide take a daily injection of the drug, which Nanexa hopes to replace with 
a monthly long-acting injectable. One study shows that only 50% of patients suffering from T2D is 
taking their prescribed injections, which means that improving patient adherence could have 
significant positive effects on treatment efficacy and cost for the healthcare system. We estimate 
an rNPV for NEX-22 of around SEK 80m or SEK 1.6 per share. See details in our report New project 

. NEX-22 to add significant daily benefits for 50m patient market

Two Material Transfer and Feasibility Study Agreements
In Q2, Nanexa also expanded its collaboration agreement with Applied Materials, and received an 
extended GMP certification for its new production facilities in Uppsala. Importantly, Nanexa has 
also signed two Material Transfer and Feasibility Study Agreements in the past months, one with a 
leading global pharma company and another with a specialty pharma company for a depot 
formulation of a specific compound for intravitreal delivery (into the eye).

Fair value of SEK 6.6-8.1 could be cut in potential issue
With the initiation of phase I with NEX-20 before year end and the restart of clinical trials of NEX-18 
and phase I with NEX-22 in 2023, we expect an eventful period ahead. At present, cash position 
amounts to SEK 45.6m which means that Nanexa is financed for continued development into H1 
2023 and that we’re likely to see a capital raise soon. All in all, our estimated risk-adjusted NPV for 
NEX-18, NEX-20, NEX-22 and the platform PharmaShell (1.9 + 1.1 + 1.6 + 2.8 SEK per share) provide 
support for a fair value of SEK 6.6-8.1 per share, which a potential issue at SEK 1.50 per share could 
cut to SEK 3.6, still providing a significant upside with plenty of milestones ahead. 

https://www.emergers.se/nanexa_i/
https://www.emergers.se/nanexa_i/
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Read the full report here: https://www.emergers.se/nanexa_j/
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DISCLAIMER
Information provided here or on Emergers' website emergers.se is not intended to be financial 
advice. Emergers receives compensation for writing about the company in question. The company 
has been given the opportunity to influence factual statements before publication, but forecasts, 
conclusions and valuation reasoning are Emergers' own. Articles of analysis shall not be construed 
as a recommendation or solicitation to invest in the companies described. Emergers cannot 
guarantee that the conclusions presented in the analysis will be met. Emergers cannot be held 
liable for either direct or indirect damages caused by decisions made on the basis of information in 
this analysis. Investors are encouraged to seek additional information as well as consult a financial 
advisor prior to any investment decision.

For more information and complete terms, please see emergers.se.
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